How to find Calls on the EU-Funding Portal

1. Access the portal through this link or look up ‘participant portal EU’ with your search engine.
2. Select ‘Search funding & tenders’.
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3. Remove the selection of forthcoming and closed calls to view currently open calls.

4. Select a suitable programme (for example Horizon).
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3. Remove the selection of forthcoming and closed calls to view currently open calls.

4. Select a suitable programme (for example Horizon).
5. Filter all calls by check-marking a programme part or relevant work programme sub-categories like ERC or Marie-Sklodowska-Curie Actions.
   • Multi-selection is possible.

6. After selecting a call, a link list with all fundable topics will be displayed.
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7. The overview of specific projects contains detailed descriptions and conditions of the funding as well as information about the application process.

8. Detailed descriptions of the project can be found in the 'Topic description' section, please check if the named objectives are consistent with your planned project.
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9. The 'Topic conditions and documents section' includes information about the evaluation process and eligibility terms.

10. It also includes a template for the proposal.
11. You can submit a proposal by clicking on ‘Start submission’.